Script-aided generation of Mental Cutting Test exercises using Blender
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Abstract
This paper presents a possible generation process how to efficiently model, export and render resources of Mental Cutting Test exercises with the use of Blender.
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1. Introduction

The spatial availability of people can be measured by using different types of tests such as Mental Cutting Test and Mental Rotation Test. Offering exercises of Mental Cutting Test (MCT) is a widely used method in which people have to determine the shape of the intersection of a 3D shape and a plane. The test was introduced in the USA in the late 1930s [4], while researches still deal with this topic nowadays [12]. Virtual Reality (VR) has become a widely supported and popular method to extend our reality. During the last decade, researchers started developing VR aided applications to extend the functionality of classic MCT exercises [7]. On the other hand, the use of VR requires head gears which results in strong limitations on the researches. In the meantime, Augmented Reality (AR) has also become a popular way to extend our reality and interact with the users in a more efficient way without any investments – we only need to use the camera of our mobile devices to place objects onto any surfaces. While this paper focuses on the technical description
of a recently designed, efficient procedure to generate MCT exercises, we have to mention that many Hungarian and East European researchers deal with various approaches of developing spatial skills [1, 10, 11, 14, 15]. Thus, the proposed procedure has the opportunity to enhance the methods of a popular and actively researched topic both in national and international scientific context.

In 2019 the development of a new mobile application has started at the Faculty of Informatics, University of Debrecen with the aim of improving the spatial skills of its users by offering MCT exercises [16]. The exercises are derived from the classic MCT, but Augmented Reality and the principle of gamification [8] are also being used to support, engage and motivate the users.

1.1. Terminology

Another important key of a practicing application is the number of different exercises. To efficiently construct the dataset, three abstraction levels have been introduced (see Figure 1).

1. **Scenarios**: A scenario consists of the basic resources that are needed to represent an exercise: the isometric projection of a 3D shape that is intersected by a 2D plane (so called 2D model), and the shape of their intersection (so called answer or shape of intersection). To support the users with the AR function, a new component has been introduced (so called 3D model) which is a 3D object both containing the 3D shape and a 3D frame that describes the intersection plane (so called intersection).

2. **Exercise**: Classic MCT exercises contain four additional shapes as wrong answers. Thus, we must construct alternative answers to form a real exercise. In our terminology, an exercise is a composition of a scenario and answers of another scenarios. Thus, multiple exercises can be constructed of a scenario by permutating the wrong answers. The method of choosing the wrong answers can depend on several factors: to form a practice exercise for beginner users, we should minimize the similarity between the alternatives; on the other hand, MCT exercises that are used to measure skills usually contain very similar alternatives.

3. **Assignment**: An assignment is an instance of an exercise that is assigned to a user. Each assignment is generated from the exercises that are defined by the instructor – thus, the users’ choices and spatial skills can be easily compared by processing the assignments.

Files that are rendered or exported from Blender [5] and used to display or post-process assignments (2D models, 3D models and intersections) are called **resources**.

1.2. Resources

As we described in Section 1.1, to form a scenario three resources are required:
1. A 2D image that contains the 3D shape and the 2D plane applying the special isometric projection of MCT exercises.

2. A 3D model that contains the 3D shape and the 2D plane and can be instanced and displayed with the AR function.

3. A 2D image that contains the shape of the intersection of the 3D shape and the intersection plane. This resource is the solution of the classic MCT exercises.

Several file formats can be selected for these resources. Two requirements have been constructed towards the file formats:

1. Image format should be scalable.

2. The size of the resources must be minimized.

To fulfil the requirements, SVG [3] was chosen for image resources, while GLB [9]) was chosen for 3D models. On the other hand, a rastergraphic input format is also needed for post-processing methods. For that purpose, PNG [2] files are used. GLB models can be exported and PNG images can be rendered in Blender without any add-ons, while FreeStyle and its FreeStyle SVG Exporter are used to render SVG files.

1.3. Scenarios

As the focus is on the generation of assignments, further sections will describe this process. The aim is to give a well detailed description of the methods that are used
to prepare, render and postprocess all the resources that are needed to construct a
scenario. During this research, Blender is used to design our models, then generate
the required output files in SVG and GLB formats as well as additional PNG
images are also being generated to support the image processing that is used to
determine similarity between the shapes of intersection. Blender provides various
methods to design and manipulate models while it also offers a well-detailed API
in Python language [6]. Thus, a library has been designed and implemented that
supports the instructor through the steps of the scenario development. As a result,
multiple scenarios can be generated starting from a single 3D shape by applying
rotation vectors and predefined intersection planes. However, the steps still need
some human contribution and configuration that can be given in JSON markup
language.

1.4. The process

Based on the API of Blender an iterative workflow of development was designed to
generate the required resources from the modeller software. The algorithm contains
the following steps:

1. Prepare scenarios.
   (a) Design 3D shapes.
   (b) Design intersection planes.
   (c) Rotate shapes.

2. Render and export resources.
   (a) Render 2D models.
   (b) Export 3D models.
   (c) Create and render the shapes and intersections.

3. Post-process scenarios.
   (a) Filter scenarios.
   (b) Substitute answers.
   (c) Rotate and scale answers.
   (d) Edit, compress and style SVG resources.

2. Preparation

2.1. Design 3D shapes

MCT exercises consist of various models, but two basic approaches can be used to
design them:
1. Start with a basic shape, then transform its vertices, edges and faces (mostly with subdivision and extradition).

2. Start with multiple basic shapes, then construct compositions of them by calculating their unions, intersections or differences. This method can be supported by Blender’s boolean modifier. However, the limitations of this operation will be described in Section 3.3.

We have to keep in mind that only the 2D projection of the model is displayed in classic MCT exercises to the users and they can only examine three faces of the shape without limitations. Thus, most of the details should be concentrated into these sides – otherwise people will not be able to determine the shape of all the intersections.

All shapes that are scaled to have a maximum size of 2 in each dimensions. Thus, the size of shapes are uniformed and they fill the viewport of the camera that is being used to render 2D models.

2.2. Design intersection planes

Due to the previously mentioned limitations of the applied projection, most of the MCT exercises only use a few intersection planes. However, our goal is to offer various scenarios. Thus, one pillar of the permutation is the various usage of intersection planes. Table 1 shows the 19 planes can be used in the generation process, mostly resulting a non-empty intersection. Each intersection plane is described with vectors \( C, N \) and \( R \) \((C, N, R \in \mathbb{R}^3)\), where \( C \) contains the coordinates of a point that is on the plane, \( N \) is the normal of the intersection plane, while \( R \) is a rotation vector and will be used in the further transformations.

Consider a cube with dimensions \((2, 2, 2)\) which geometry origin is in location \((0, 0, 0)\). Intersections 0-9 are parallel with one of the faces of the shape, intersections 10-15 contain the diagonals of the faces, while intersections 16-19 contain the diagonals of the shape.

2.3. Rotate shapes

Scenarios can be permuted easily by applying rotation on the shapes around their origins while intersection planes are still the same. This method has two advantages:

1. Firstly, multiple scenarios containing the same shape and intersection plane can be constructed whose intersection is still the same. As a result, users can practice on the same scenarios using different perspectives.

2. Secondly, the shape of the intersection also depends on the features of the 3D shape. Thus, different types of intersections can be generated by just simply rotating the object and still using the same intersection planes.
Table 1. Intersection planes with their $C$, $N$ and $R$ vectors demonstrated with the cube.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 01 | ![Cube](image1) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(0, 0, 1)$  
$R=(0, 0, 0)$ | 10 | ![Cube](image2) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(0, 1, -1)$  
$R=(-45, 0, 0)$ |
| 02 | ![Cube](image3) | $C=(0, 0, -0.8)$  
$N=(0, 0, 1)$  
$R=(0, 0, 0)$ | 11 | ![Cube](image4) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(-1, 0, -1)$  
$R=(0, -45, 0)$ |
| 03 | ![Cube](image5) | $C=(0, 0, 0.8)$  
$N=(0, 0, 1)$  
$R=(0, 0, 0)$ | 12 | ![Cube](image6) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(0, -1, -1)$  
$R=(45, 0, 0)$ |
| 04 | ![Cube](image7) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(0, 1, 0)$  
$R=(90, 0, 0)$ | 13 | ![Cube](image8) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(1, 0, -1)$  
$R=(0, 45, 0)$ |
| 05 | ![Cube](image9) | $C=(0, 0.8, 0)$  
$N=(0, 1, 0)$  
$R=(90, 0, 0)$ | 14 | ![Cube](image10) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(1, 1, 0)$  
$R=(90, 0, 45)$ |
| 06 | ![Cube](image11) | $C=(0, -0.8, 0)$  
$N=(0, 1, 0)$  
$R=(90, 0, 0)$ | 15 | ![Cube](image12) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(1, -1, 0)$  
$R=(0, 90, 45)$ |
| 07 | ![Cube](image13) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(1, 0, 0)$  
$R=(0, 90, 0)$ | 16 | ![Cube](image14) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(-0.5, 0.5, 1)$  
$R=(0, -35, -135)$ |
| 08 | ![Cube](image15) | $C=(-0.8, 0, 0)$  
$N=(1, 0, 0)$  
$R=(0, 90, 0)$ | 17 | ![Cube](image16) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(-0.5, -0.5, 1)$  
$R=(0, -35, -225)$ |
| 09 | ![Cube](image17) | $C=(0.8, 0, 0)$  
$N=(1, 0, 0)$  
$R=(0, 90, 0)$ | 18 | ![Cube](image18) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(0.5, -0.5, 1)$  
$R=(0, -35, -315)$ |
| 19 | ![Cube](image19) | $C=(0, 0, 0)$  
$N=(0.5, 0.5, 1)$  
$R=(0, -35, -45)$ |

The number of possible rotations – consequently the number of different permutations – depends on the features of the shape. Table 2 shows the five orientations that can be used in most of the cases.
3. Generate resources

3.1. 2D model

The camera that is used to render 2D models is created with ortographic projection at location \((3.3, -1.25, 1.4)\), rotation \((68.5, 0, 72)\), scale \((1.0, 0.772, 1.0)\) and ortographic scale 4.50. These properties result the same isometric perspective as the classic MCT exercises. The algorithm of the rendering contains the following steps:

1. The shape is moved into location \((0, 0, 0)\) (see Figure 3).

2. The frame which represents the intersection plane is displayed. All 19 frames are pre-modelled and subdivided into \(200 \times 200\) subfaces in its local \(X\) and \(Y\) dimensions. Also, the outer edges of the frame are marked as FreeStyle edges.

3. The SVG resource is being rendered with FreeStyle by selecting all the contour and FreeStyle edges. The output will be modified and styled in the post-processing steps.

3.2. 3D model

Secondly, the 3D model is being exported in GLB format. Thus, a white material is applied to the shapes, while one of the 19 thick black frames is also added to represent the intersection planes. The model is exported with Blender’s export function.

3.3. Intersection

Thirdly, the most complex step of the rendering process is to create and render the shape of the intersection.

In the first phase of the research, sample scenarios have been designed by using the boolean modifier with its intersection option [17]. However, several issues could be found. As the operator deals with non-zero volume meshes, the intersection planes were created with constant, non-zero heights (values were chosen from range \([0.001, 0.02]\)). To render the shape of intersection, a camera was added to location
(0, 0, 3.2) with rotation (0, 0, 90) and the shapes were moved to location (0, 0, 0). Contour edges were marked as FreeStyle edges and the scene was rendered with FreeStyle. Unfortunately, the operator regularly miscalculated the edges of the shapes by adding extra edges and vertices the shape. As the documentation points out, only manifold meshes are guaranteed to give proper results, as well as we should also avoid any co-planar faces or co-linear edges of shapes. The first criterion can be avoided in most of the scenarios, but the second criterion cannot be satisfied since most of the MCT scenarios contain co-linear edges. Thus, we could not use this modifier anymore because extra vertices and edges were added in various cases which were not detectable with a deterministic algorithm.

After that, the usage of Blender’s bisection operator started. This operator is accessible from the user interface, while it is also supported by the Python API. The algorithm is the following:

1. Create an independent duplicate of the 3D shape, then clear its FreeStyle edges.

2. Bisect the shape by applying the bisect() function. The plane is described by coordinate $C$, and normal $N$ of the selected intersection, described in Table 1.

3. The edges of the object that are in the intersection plane are automatically selected by the bisect function. Flip the selection and delete all the unselected vertices and edges to eliminate all the features except the intersection. Mark the border edges of the intersection as Freestyle edges.

4. Apply a global rotation on the shape that is described by vector $R$ of the intersection plane to flatten it. Now the $Z$ coordinates of all vertices and edges are 0. Calculate the geometry origin, and move the intersection to location (0, 0, 0).
5. Determine the dimensions of the intersection and scale the object to fill the viewport of the camera with the maximum size of $(2, 2, 0)$.

6. Render the SVG and PNG resources that contain the shape of the intersection. The SVG file is being used as the output resource, while the PNG format supports the post-processing.

![Figure 4. The shape of the answer under the camera being used to render the resource files.](image)

4. **Post-processing**

The steps of the modelling process and the resource files that are needed to construct a scenario have already been presented. In this section the post-processing steps that are used to improve the quality of our resources as well as can be used to modify the configuration file of the scenario will be described.

4.1. **Filter scenarios**

As all the required combinations of shapes, rotations and intersection planes have been generated, at this point the generated resources must be examined. Different combinations of objects, rotations and intersection planes can result unusable scenarios. Consider the following cases:

1. The intersection plane and the 3D shape do not have an intersection. Thus, the intersections are empty.

2. An important detail of the shape is hidden from the actual perspective, thus users cannot give deterministic answer.

3. Two or more rotations result the same scenario because of the symmetry of the object.

In all cases, the scenario should be omitted from the database and be skipped in the further executions of rendering. Case (1) and (3) could be determined automatically by processing the PNG formats of intersections and 2D models. However,
case (2) should be detected by the instructor. In the current implementation, case (1) is detected automatically. Our configuration file will store all the combinations that should not be applied anymore.

4.2. Substitute answers

Of course, two or more scenarios can result the same shape of intersection. Furthermore, in many cases they only differ from each other in their rotation. Thus, all the similarities must be discovered and the same shapes must be substituted with only one, uniformed instance. Thus, a simple image processing algorithm was developed which reads and compares the PNG resources of intersections by determining the ratio of their common pixels. This algorithm can easily discover that intersections are the same except their rotation by rotating them around the Z axis with 90, 180 and 270 degrees. On the other hand, we can flip the images both vertically and horizontally to transform them into the same state. Similarities that are detected by this algorithm are added to the configuration file. Of course, there are several cases in which this solution cannot determine the similarity (e.g. one shape is rotated with 45 degrees). Thus, feature detection and pairing algorithms were applied to the resources such as OpenCV’s SIFT and ORB [13]. Unfortunately, intersections are very simple shapes that do not have enough features. Thus, these algorithms cannot determine similarities with acceptable precision, the instructor must detect and configure these similarities manually.

4.3. Rotate and scale answers

As all the different shapes of intersections have been selected and the mapping has been defined between them, the selected shapes must be uniformed. The instructor can extend the configuration by describing a rotation that should be performed on the shape of intersection using axis Z. Then, all the intersections will be rotated and automatically scaled to the uniform size during further executions of the rendering script.

4.4. Edit, compress and style SVG resources

The SVG format which is being generated by the FreeStyle SVG plugin can be transformed into a more optimized format. The plugin generates unnecessary attributes (e.g. attributes of the Inkscape namespace), inline style attributes and adds unnecessary points on the edges of the shapes. Thus, the intersections are being manipulated using the Python minidom package to transform our vector graphics into a more compressed format without any loss of important data. Based on the features of SVG files, we can easily compress sizes by applying the following steps:

1. Dissolve all the points of paths if their neighbors are on the same line.
2. Merge or bisect path elements to better organize the path elements and make them able to apply CSS rules easier.

3. Replace the inline style attributes with CSS rules.

4. Remove redundant or unnecessary white spaces and commas from the document (e.g. from the attribute values of path elements and the indentation).

Unfortunately, several processors are not able to correctly cascade CSS rules to elements even though the recommendation supports this feature. As the Android package Pixmaply’s Sharp being used during this research does not support cascading, we must skip step (3).

Table 3. An intersection in its original (a), transformed (b) and filled (c) state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Original Intersection" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Transformed Intersection" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Filled Intersection" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. A 2D scenario (a), its intersection (b) with rendering all of the edges, and its intersection (c) with rendering only border edges. The post-processing algorithm joins the separated paths (d) and the shapes are being filled (e).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="2D Scenario" /></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Intersection with All Edges" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Intersection with Border Edges" /></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Separated Paths" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Filled Shapes" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, path elements should be modified in this step. Of course, some of the operations (e.g. to fill the path elements) could be done by the FreeStyle plugin in most of the cases, but an independent method is preferred to in-built solutions of Blender and several glitches can be caused by FreeStyle. Table 4 shows a scenario in which a hole is cut into a cube, which contains a prism. The bisect function subdivides the intersection, which results non-border edges. They can be skipped easily by marking only the border edges as FreeStyle edges. The SVG should contain three shapes: a square with a nested circle and another square. Unfortunately, FreeStyle constructs three paths instead of one, representing correctly the outer square.

Thus, the non-looped edges are collected by the post-processing algorithm and joined into a loop which correctly form a shape. Then, the paths of intersections are
filled with black or white color alternately, depending on whether a path forms an outer shape or contained in a black or white shape. Thus, holes in the intersections are handled by the algorithm.

**Table 5.** Original and post-processed SVG resources with their sizes in bytes, compressed with \( \varepsilon = 0.2 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Original Size</th>
<th>Post-processed Shape</th>
<th>Post-processed Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cube" /></td>
<td>27 739</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cub" /></td>
<td>1 401 (5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cube" /></td>
<td>31 490</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cube" /></td>
<td>2 876 (9 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Diamond" /></td>
<td>1 751</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Diamond" /></td>
<td>467 (26 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="J" /></td>
<td>2 212</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="J" /></td>
<td>532 (24 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Configuration file

As all the important steps of the generation algorithm have already been described, the schema of the configuration file can be introduced. The goal was to design a lightweight document that can contain all the needed metadata that should be used in any step of the generation process (see Figure 5):

1. **rotations**: The array of rotation vectors that can be applied to the 3D shape during the rendering.

2. **skip**: The array of scenario IDs (containing the ID of intersection plane and rotation). These combinations should be skipped due to any issue, e.g. empty intersection, or invisible details of the 3D shape.

3. **compress-ratio**: The value of \( \varepsilon \) that is used during the elimination of inner points of edges.
4. **similarity-ratio**: The value of $\varepsilon$ that is used during the detection of similar answers.

5. **answers**: The list of objects that describes intersections selected as uniformed answers. Each instance is described by its scenario ID, rotation and the assigned id.

6. **substitutes**: The mapping between the original and the uniformed, replacement intersections.

```json
{
  "rotations": [
    [0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 270], [0, 0, 90],
    [270, 0, 0], [270, 0, 270]
  ],
  "skip": ["17.300", "17.303"],
  "compression-ratio": 0.2,
  "similarity-ratio": 0.9,
  "answers": [
    { "scenario": "01.000", "rotation": 35, "id": "01"},
    { "scenario": "01.100", "rotation": -90, "id": "02"}
  ],
  "substitutes": {
    "01.000": "01",
    "01.003": "01",
    "01.100": "02",
    "01.300": "02"
  }
}
```

**Figure 5.** A sample configuration.

Configuration files can be manually edited as well as the values of properties `skip`, `answers` and `substitutes` can be automatically created or modified. As a result, configurations can be iterated during multiple executions of the process. Thus, further executions can be executed without any manual contributions. The interpretation of the configuration of Figure 5:

1. Permute scenarios with five rotations, skipping the combination of intersection plane with rotation $(270, 0, 0)$, then intersection plane 17 with rotation $(270, 0, 270)$.

2. Use $\varepsilon = 0.2$ in the compression of SVGs, and 0.9 to discover similar intersections.
3. Rotate intersection of scenario 01.000 with 35 degrees as uniformed answer 01, intersection of scenario 01.100 with -90 degrees as uniformed answer 02.

4. Map the answers of scenarios 01.000 and 01.003 to uniformed answer 01, and answers of scenarios 01.100 and 01.300 to uniformed answer 02.

6. Conclusion

This paper presented a script-aided process that was designed to support the design and rendering process of MCT exercises with the use of Blender and its Python API. With the combination of different intersection planes and rotations, almost 100 scenarios can be generated from a single model in most of the cases. The large number of scenarios lets us offer practicing exercises to improve the spatial skills of people. The shapes of intersections are being generated correctly in most cases; only the combination of overlapping intersection planes and faces can lead to non-deterministic results.
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